[Activation of the neuroendocrine system during changes in homeostasis during stress conditions].
Neuroendocrine response to stress stimuli is aimed to maintain body homeostasis. The activation of the neuroendocrine system is accomplished mainly by two ways: by feedback regulation based on the recognition of altered metabolic homeostasis by appropriate receptors sending the signal into the CNS, and by forward regulation involving a direct stimulation of the neuroendocrine system by a central command coming from an activated brain regulatory center. With regard to mechanisms of neuroendocrine activation, the signal specificity and site of its origin are of particular importance. The significance of the signal in neuroendocrine responses has been evaluated in three different stress conditions: hypoglycemia, surgical trauma and dynamic physical exercise. The stimulus inducing neuroendocrine response during hypoglycemia is the glucopenia. The signal for the activation of the neuroendocrine response is generated in glucosensitive cells which are not located in a single brain structure (hypothetical glucostat). The signal for growth hormone, vasopressin and oxytocin release is produced in brain structures protected by the blood-brain barrier, that for ACTH release in regions both protected and unprotected by the barrier, while the signal for prolactin release is generated in tissues lacking the blood-brain barrier. The neuroendocrine response during surgical trauma is activated by a signal formed in the damaged tissue reaching the CNS by neural pathways. Moreover, cytokins may participate on endocrine stimulation in those surgical interventions in which a large amount of bacterial endotoxins is released. During a complicated surgery, e.g. during a bypass other signals and modifying factors, such as hypothermia, dilution of blood, hypoperfusion of organs, rewarming of the body and hormone degradation in the oxygenator are important. On the On the other hand, during a short-term dynamic exercise, a forward regulation by a central signal from the activated CNS motor center comes into play with the consequent release of catecholamines, growth hormone, etc. In the control of some other hormones (beta-endorphin, partly ACTH) and especially during a long term exercise, neural signals from working muscles (feedback) are also involved. During a static exercise mainly catecholamines triggered by signals from working muscle cells are activated. The understanding of the signal and mechanisms of neuroendocrine activation during stress is indispensable for selective modulation of physiological and pathological responses.